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ACCOUNT PLANNING PLAYBOOK: A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO PLANS THAT DRIVE RESULTS

Account Planning is a strategic process Prolifiq’s sales team uses to increase the likelihood of winning, 
retaining, and growing critical accounts, to maximize the long-term revenue of an account. The account 
planning process includes assessing an account’s business needs, goals, and structure and making sure 
your product or service delivery and value meet and exceed the expectations of your key accounts. 

An account plan should be interactive and a living, breathing document used as a framework for the 
account. Account planning is most effective with customer involvement, and without it, gaining strategic 
alignment and generating revenue at scale becomes very challenging.

What is Account Planning?
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What Does Good Account 
Planning Look Like? A-C-T-I-O-N

Actionable
Account plans outline actionable 
tasks and goals that drive 
opportunities and bookings.

Customized
The client’s organizational vision, 
mission, goals, and objectives are 
understood, and our solutions are 
aligned to meet their needs. Client 
goals are advanced through our 
strategic planning.

Transparent
Strategic initiatives and key 
information about the account are 
shared and accessible by multiple 
departments and stakeholders 
within the walls of Salesforce.

Informative
Team members become immersed 
in the day-to-day details of the 
business. Teams take the right 
actions that drive the right results.

Objective-
Driven
Internal stakeholders own the 
account and move the account 
forward. They will drive the goals, 
objectives and ultimate success of 
the account.

Navigable
No person owns or knows all 
things related to the client. It’s 
easy for anyone from contributors 
to leadership to understand the 
core components of the plan, 
the customer, and progress into 
the deal based on documenting 
critical milestones, goals, 
objectives, and more.
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Our belief is that a strategic account should fall within the top 10-15% of all accounts you do business with.  
We assess this from a revenue and expansion perspective, but every business will differ. These accounts  
are usually your most reliable for buying from you every year, or in a subscription-based business,  
part of a segment (could be ACV, Industry) that doesn’t churn nearly as often. 

How we recommend breaking down and tiering accounts:

Tier 1

Strategic 
Accounts 
should make up 

around 10%

Tier 2

Key 
Accounts 

are around  
15%

Tier 3

General 
Accounts 
should make up 

75-80%

Account plans required

Quarterly reviews

Sales leadership

Executive leadership

VP’s of region or business unit

No executive leadership unless specified

Does not require a dedicated account plan

Annual review of these accounts at most

Sales leaders and end-users drive the review

No VP’s of a region or business unit

No executive leadership

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

What Makes a Strategic Account:
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The goal of this step is to develop a greater understanding of the customer and their mission. Customers are 
most responsive when we effectively cater our message and sell according to what drives them in their  
day-to-day business. Not only should we understand how the customer does business, but we must also 
understand the people within the customer, their business objectives, challenges to hitting their goals,  
and more. 

Research
Salesforce is designed to store account plan information. Account teams should input customer details  
in the Overview and Related tabs within the Account Plan Object. Keep in mind, some of this information will 
be publicly available, but much of it will only come from developing relationships, having discussions with  
our customers’ teams, and leveraging our Client Voice program. Key items to focus attention on include:

• Overview Questions (Includes client goals, challenges, key initiatives, competitors, and team structure)

• SWOT Analysis

• Parent Account & Account Plan Opportunities

• Key Stakeholders & Relationship Mapping (Includes decision makers’ motivators and drivers of influence)

• Customer Feedback – Ad Hoc, Project/Contract Surveys, and Account Interviews

Analyze
Once the team has researched the key information about the account, meet with the account planning team  
to analyze. The goal is to find your place in the customer’s plan.

As a team, answer key questions:

• What are the customer’s key drivers? Who are their key customers? Do we have the right relationships?

• Do we understand the objectives and motivations of the key stakeholders? If so, what are they?

• What key stakeholder relationships need attention? And by whom?

• Can we adjust our services to meet the customer’s needs? 

•  Are we aligned with the customer’s goals to help drive their business forward? Do we have a plan  
in place to ensure we meet their expectations?

•  What offerings speak to the customer? Do our offerings fit into what the customer wants?  
If not, how can we reposition them?

• How can we improve based on feedback from the client?

Deep Dive Into Your Key Accounts
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You’ve done the research and analysis to put together categorize your account and build a foundation to plan. 
The first step in this section is to set a few goals for the account, we typically suggest at least 3, but no more 
than 5 to 6. Goals should be measurable, and for a specific period. For example, grow a key account by $500K 
over the next 12 months. These goals should align with how this account helps drive you closer to your business 
goals. The ultimate goal is to develop mutual Objectives and KPIs with the customer. Walking through goals 
with your key account ensures there are no misunderstandings and outlines a strategy to advance their goals 
and main interests.

After the goals are set, develop objectives for the account. The purpose of developing objectives is to break down 
the overall account goals into more manageable portions. This is where we start to get into the meat of account 
planning. The objectives can’t be just “grow the account,” it is more beneficial to outline the smaller steps needed 
to achieve that goal. Try to think of objectives that will help the team make progress toward getting the desired 
results. These objectives should be shorter-term goals that the team can use KPIs to measure.

 A hypothetical example would be like the below:

• �Goal:�Prolifiq�has�an�account�goal�of�selling�ACE,�and�adding�250�CRUSH�seats�across�a�key�account’s�sales�
teams�over�the�next�2�years. We now need to set objectives that help drive adoption, prove the ROI, identify 
major wins, and increase the number of people championing us internally.

•  Our internal team will have an objective to become a core application in the customer GTM tech stack  
in the next 12 months based on 90% adoption. 

•  Another objective might be to have 3-5 VP-level supporters or more within 6 months of the agreement 
because without us having engagement across multiple key stakeholders, we’re at risk of losing the account

•  We have a key customer with strong adoption, engagement, and support in the US, and we want to build 
relationships with their peers over in EMEA. The objective might be to sell CRUSH to an enterprise sales team 
in EMEA over the next year

Objectives and Goals for Growth

Objectives and Goals for Growth
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Creating an account plan is a great first step, but how effective is it if no one acts on the plan? Account plans 
must be actionable with the team being accountable for certain milestones and tasks. Doing so helps the team 
work toward accomplishing the overall account goals.

Work backward to reverse engineer an actionable plan toward the overall goals and objectives.  
For example, the plan has a goal of selling $500K in additional Prolifiq licenses to a key customer.  
What are the next steps?

•  Outline the relationships the team is focusing on to make the sale, who can help make introductions  
to key decision makers in BU’s or subsidiaries we can sell into?

•  Are there end-users we can get feedback from? Are certain people enjoying your service that can help 
quantify the value they’ve captured?

• Decide which decision-makers the team needs to engage

•  Schedule meetings with your champions, walk them through the value they’ve gained from your partnership, 
and outline the next steps to help get a meeting with other DM’s

•  Decide what goals or challenges are addressed with your product and communicate that 
 - Example: Communicate how Prolifiq’s products help the client solve x problems to meet their most 

important goal(s)

•  Educate the team on pre-existing relationships we have and how to leverage them

•  Put together a training plan if the client needs to be educated on our services, for us, are there certain aspects 
of our tool that teams aren’t using enough?

•  Lay out the strategy and mutual action plan that will help the customer hit their goals and achieve success

• How are we progressing against key tasks and objectives?

Setting�the�Stage
In the weekly, monthly, or quarterly account planning meetings, the expectation is that the team works  
together to set action items and/or tasks, assignments of who is responsible for each task, and a deadline  
for completing the task. At the beginning of each meeting, take 5-10 minutes to review the action  
items/tasks from the previous meeting and update the team accordingly.

Action
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Revenue: 
The most important metric! Are you growing revenue with the accounts and opportunities you’re 
building plans for and collaborating on?

Retention: 
How does the retention of your key accounts look before account planning?

Win Rates: 

This applies more to opportunity planning, but are your win rates going up on your most critical 
deals as you plan, versus your historical rates?

Sales Cycle Length: 
When your plans are in sync and there is collaboration on winning the deal, your sales cycles 
should decrease.

NRR: 
Net retention rate takes a cohort of accounts, and evaluates whether you’re growing that cohort, 
or losing money. The goal should be to have an NRR at 110% or higher for any subscription-based 
businesses

Example:  $500K of revenue from a cohort in 2022. At the end of 2023, is that same cohort worth 
$500K still? If you grow that cohort by $100K and have $50K churn, that cohort is now 
worth $550K, resulting in 110% NRR!

 Formula = Starting revenue + expansion revenue - churn / (starting revenue) * 100%)

Metrics to Evaluate Success:
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Account planning drives alignment between your customers and your overall business strategy which 
spurs action and results. The account planning process enables:

 •  A consistent process and standard when it comes to account management and planning to win, retain, 
and grow your most important accounts

•  Creating tasks specific to account plan objectives, so the entire team is aligned and contributing.  
This will also drive accountability

•  Better visibility into all opportunities associated with the account to drive better results

•  Visuals of stakeholder hierarchy and influence to understand who will help close deals, and which 
deals are at risk due to a lack of engagement or support

• Clear visibility into “whitespace” or expansion opportunities within our key and strategic accounts

•  Putting together SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) to get ahead of risks 
and drive sustainable growth proactively)

•  Deeper strategy planning and collaboration with customers and prospective customers who are  
in a sales cycle, leveraging internal champions and key learnings

If you follow Prolifiq’s account planning playbook, you’ll be well on your way to achieving the results  
you’re looking for! Please reach out to our team if you have any questions.

Ideal State & Results
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Prolifiq® is the leading sales enablement company, 
pioneering native Salesforce account-based selling 
for key account management and digital content 
management that empower sales teams to boost 
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The world’s leading brands choose Prolifiq to crush 
competitors and ace the customer experience. 
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